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introduction

• Wouldn’t it be great if we knew why
people played social games?
– Beyond “because they’re people”

• If we knew why people played, we could
design games to give them what they
want
– Rather than blindly a/b testing them to
give them what they want right this
moment...

• We’d get better games
– And we’d know what “better” meant!

Indeed...

• It would indeEd be great
• It would be great because at present we
don’t even have a definition of what it
means for a game to be “social”
• The term “social game” is curRently
used for a particular genre of games
– Ones played on social networks

• These games barely qualify as being
social
– They barely qualify as being games, either.
– Can you win or lose them?

Sliding scale

• What makes a game “social”? Having:
–
–
–
–
–
–

More than one player?
More than dunbar’s number of playerS?
A maSsive number of players?
A comMunity?
Some players exhibit Anti-social behaviour?
An effect on how individual players think
about other people?
– An effect on wider society?

• Perhaps aLl games are social, because
people are framed by society?

Eek!

mmorpgs

• Subjectively, mmorpgs and other
virtual worlds are far, far more
social than are genre social games
• As it happens, for mmorpgs we do have a
theory to explain why people play them
• This is bartle’s player types theory
– All virtual world designers use it
– 700,000 players have taken a test to see
what type they are

• My Being bartle, i’m something of an
authority on this theory

overview

• However, i’m not quite arrogant enough
to believe you have all heard of it, so i’ll
give a quick overview
• The basic model uses two axes
• These describe whether players derive fun
from acting-interacting on the
world-players
• This gives us four quadrants that we
can label with their associated
behaviours
• It’s best shown as a graph:

Player types

World half

• Those who like acting on the world
are trying to bend it to their will
– To beat it
– We call these achievers

• Those who like interacting with the
world are trying to understand it
– To unearth its secrets
– We call these explorers

Players half

• Those who like interacting with
other players are trying to enjoy their
company
– To find out more about them and about
themselves
– We call these socialisers

• Those who like acting on other
players are trying to
dominate them
– To assert self-worth
– We call these kilLers

gopets

• This is a cute panda out of gopets

advanced

• The fuLl theory is actually more
advanced than this
• It adds an extra axis to make 8 types
– Differentiates between griefers and politicians

• It Explains movement between types
• It ties into deEper theories
– In particular, campbell’s monomyth, or
hero’s journey

• However, i’m going to stick to the 4type model here
– Because I only have 1 hour for this talk, not 3

Important points

• It’s not a categorisation, it’s a
model
– We can see how different types interact with
and act on each other dynamicaLly
– Excellent Categorisations do exist but they
only address the what, not the why
• For our purposes, We need the why

• It’s exhaustive
– There are no gaps in its coverage
– You can add dimensions for refinement
but you can’t add anything extra-dimensional

more

• It’s predictive
– Players change type over time, and we can
determine which type they’ll change to
• In the 8-type model, anyway

• It was created for designer use
– designers used to create worlds they
wanted to play
– Now they create ones people want to play

• It only applies to people who play
virtual worlds for fun
– Other players are ignored by the theory

For the cynics

• It works
– Gopets is a virtual world that carpetbombed the socialiser quadrant
– They did ok, but then they added some simple
content for achievers
– They doubled their revenue within 7 days
– their achievers are 44x more profitable than
their socialisers
– Their Explorers are 64X more profitable!
• Virtual worlds must attract aLl player types
– put one type oFf and you’ll pay for it

applicability

• The warranty on this theory is only
gOod for people playing virtual
worlds for fun
• If the theory does apply elsewhere, well
that’s wonderful
– especially for me!

• It’s just there’s no explanation as to why
it would apply elsewhere
• It’s like using psychoanalysis on
plants
– If it works on people, hey, why not?

magdeburg

• This pink building is Die Grüne Zitadelle

borders

• The theory doesn’t apply to social
worlds in general because it’s all about
identity
– Being and becoming yourself

• People play virtual worlds for 2-4 hours
every night for two years
– Even the most diehard farmville player is
not going to do that and remain sane

• This is because virtual world players are
on a hero’s journey
– The theoretical underpinning of Player types

What happens

• Players visit a persistent, automated, realtime, shared “other world” using a
conduit object that’s “in” that world
– Their character, or avatar if you prefer

• Social games miss the shared criterion
– and usually miss the character too
• Some even miss out the world...

• Social interaction in Games with no shared
imMersive space must occur externally
– Such games can invite social contact but
can’t effect social presence

summary

• player types theory is popular and
sucCeSsful
– Not enough to win me any awards, though...

• However, it’s only apPlicable under
certain very particular conditions
• It’s nevertheless quite often used outside
of those conditions
• I’m going to spend the rest of the talk
examining its typical oh-gawd-no! Uses
– And what this says about the people who
apPly it in those ways

remington

• A fight in the street

Means to an end

• Some designers apply the theory to get
results
• They don’t care why it works, just that
it does work
– It’s like a magic formula

• Lo and behold, They do find that it works
– Their players fit the theory exactly
– Analysis shows AlL the different types exist

• Except, of course they exist!
– They herded the players into the types!
– It’s self-fulfiLling design!

Beyond limits

• Some people knowingly apply the
theory beyond its limits
• They see an analogy between what
they’re doing and what the theory says
– “hey, these guys think like achievers. Hmm...”

• Sometimes, this does seem to be useful
– I’ve seen the theory helpfully applied to
regular games, web site design, edutainment, ...
• Even, weirdly, neuro-linguistic programming

• The danger is if you come to treat
analogy as if it were identity

bandwagon

• Other people apply the theory from only a
superficial, bullet-point read of it
– For them, it’s a bandwagon

• We see this with gamification
– Giving achiever rewards to explorers...

• The theory’s use in gamification began
as an analogy-style mapping
– “people play mmos for different reasons, so
perhaps it works in gamification?”

• Sure, but adapt it to fit the context
– don’t use a metal press to cut cookies!

disproof

• some people try to break the theory
• This is fair enough
– If the theory breaks, we can find out why
and get a beTter theory as a result

• Except, they never hit the target
– “merchants! Role-players! Gold farmers!”
– “You don’t cover imMersion! Or girls!”
– “My 12-student survey says otherwise!”

• Young guns who want the reputation
of having shot dead an aging
gunslinger should at least learn to aim

demonstration

• Interestingly, I can demonstrate the
second of these misuses right now
• I just described four types of theory
abuse that map onto the player types
–
–
–
–

Means to an end: achievers
Beyond limits: explorers
Bandwagon: socialisers
Disproof: killers

• It is indeed interesting, but it’s wrong
• I know it’s wrong because I deliberately
omitted a fifth kind of misuse

Meta-theory

• Some people – usually academics – try to
reconcile player types theory with an
existing pet theory
• Quit with trying to marry it up with
myers-briGgs and other jung stuff!
– It doesn’t fit!

• This is the meta-theory approach
• worRyingly, the people who do it do
so for one of the other four reasons
– Or i guess as a meta-meta theory, and so
on ad nauseum

Volte face

• I say that applying the theory beyond its
bounds is a mistake, and yet...
• I heard a talk in magdeburg in 2009 by
a phd student, Monica Mayer
• She described a psychology wants/needs
approach to analysing game players
• runNing Her model she got four stable
types corresponding exactly to mine
• She didn’t know about virtual world
player type theory before this!
– She derived the types independently!

Pinch of salt

• Just because i’m always careful not to
make applicability claims i can’t justify,
that doesn’t mean they’re not true
– You can use a tenNis racquet to clear a
tent of bats even though it wasn’t
designed for that purpose

• There is more to this player types thing
than we currently know
• The same can be said for any theory
• Confession: This talk is about theory use
in general, not this particular theory

Multi.disciplinary

• This conference is multidisciplinary
• You can expect to come across ideas
that are new to you but accepted as
canon elsewhere
• You may be tempted to enforce, extend,
apply, break or subsume those ideas
• This is all gOod!
– But it’s only good if you understand
the ideas, though

General advice

• For any theory, to use it you should
understand it
– You nEed to know why it’s supposed to
work

• If you find holes but don’t understand
the theory, how can you be sure they are
holes?
• If you do understand it, you can seek to
fiLl those holes
• Then we get a beTter theory
– More robust or more widely apPlicable

conclusion

• I don’t mind if people apply player
types theory out of its comfort zone,
so long as they understand it
• If they break or extend it, great!
• That means ultimately we’ll get a betTer
theory
• Which means we’ll get better games
– Where “better” means “more fun for you”
– Yes, i do mean you

• And In the end, that’s alL i ever wanted
from this: betTer games

